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KEY=DAS - SHANIYA BROOKLYN
A WORLD WITHOUT TIME
THE FORGOTTEN LEGACY OF GODEL AND EINSTEIN
Basic Books In 1942, the logician Kurt Godel and Albert Einstein became close friends; they walked to and from their oﬃces every day, exchanging ideas about science, philosophy, politics, and the lost
world of German science. By 1949, Godel had produced a remarkable proof: In any universe described by the Theory of Relativity, time cannot exist. Einstein endorsed this result reluctantly but he could
ﬁnd no way to refute it, since then, neither has anyone else. Yet cosmologists and philosophers alike have proceeded as if this discovery was never made. In A World Without Time, Palle Yourgrau sets out
to restore Godel to his rightful place in history, telling the story of two magniﬁcent minds put on the shelf by the scientiﬁc fashions of their day, and attempts to rescue the brilliant work they did together.

INCOMPLETENESS: THE PROOF AND PARADOX OF KURT GÖDEL (GREAT DISCOVERIES)
W. W. Norton & Company A portrait of the eminent twentieth-century mathematician discusses his theorem of incompleteness, relationships with such contemporaries as Albert Einstein, and untimely
death as a result of mental instability and self-starvation.

STAR GATE 002: FLUCHT VON PHÖNIX
"GÖTTER - ODER DÄMONEN?"
BookRix Im Jahre 2063 gelingt einem Team von Wissenschaftlern eine phantastische Erﬁndung: Der Transmitter - die Überbrückung von Räumen in Nullzeit! Als jedoch am 15. Juli dieses Jahres eine Gruppe
von Spezialisten den Schritt durch das "Star Gate" macht, geschieht das Furchtbare: Sie treﬀen nicht auf der Transmitterstation des Mondes ein - wie es geplant war -, sondern ﬁnden sich auf einer völlig
fremden Welt wieder! Während auf der Erde ﬁeberhaft nach dem Fehler im Projekt gesucht wird, sehen die acht Personen auf "Phönix", wie sie diese Welt getauft haben, keine reelle Chance, je zur Erde
zurückzukehren. Da plötzlich werden sie von den Bewohnern des Planeten "Phönix" angegriﬀen und verschleppt... DIE HAUPTPERSONEN Ken Randall, Tanya Genada: Die Survival-Spezialisten in der Gewalt
der Bulowas. Pieto: Ein junger Bulowa. Jerry Bernstein: Der Reporter wird gejagt. Clint Fisher: Der Sicherheitschef von Mechanics Inc. Haiko Chan: Ein Survival-Spezialist in Diensten von Mechanics Inc.
Boni: Vorschau Anhang 1: Steckbriefe Anhang 2: STAR GATE - die Serie Anhang 3: Physikalische Grundlagen Nachwort Printnachweis Gegenüber der ursprünglichen PDF-Ausgabe noch einmal überarbeitete
und für das neue Format optimierte Ausgabe! Urheberrechte am Grundkonzept zu Beginn der Serie STAR GATE - das Original: Uwe Anton, Werner K. Giesa, Wilfried A. Hary, Frank Rehfeld. Copyright
Realisierung und Folgekonzept aller Erscheinungsformen (einschließlich Print und Hörbuch) by hary-production.de. Diesen Roman gibt es auch in gedruckter Fassung - und zwar hier:
hary.li/sgdetail002.htm Die Druckfassung hat einen Umfang von zirka 64 Seiten! Die Hörbuchfassung dieses Romans gibt es bei Audible!

GÖDEL MEETS EINSTEIN
TIME TRAVEL IN THE GÖDEL UNIVERSE
Open Court Publishing Company This is an expansion of the author's 1991 work which investigates the implications of Gödel's writings on Einstein's theory of relativity as they relate to the fundamental
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questions of the nature of time and the possibilities for time travel.

LEGACY OF BLOOD
Simon and Schuster Since the beginning of time, the angelic hosts of the High Heavens and the demonic hordes of the Burning Hells have been locked in a struggle for the fate of all Creation. That struggle
has now come to the mortal realm...and neither Man nor Demon nor Angel will be left unscathed... Norrec Vizharan has become a living nightmare. While on a quest to ﬁnd magical treasure, the soldier of
fortune discovers an artifact beyond his wildest dreams: the ancient armor of Bartuc, the legendary Warlord of Blood. But the mysterious armor soul. Now, pursued by demons who covet the dark armor for
their own devices, Norrec must overcome a bloodlust he can scarcely control and learn the truth about his terrifying curse before he is lost to darkness forever... An orginal tale of swords, sorcery, and
timeless struggle based on the bestselling, award-winning M-rated electronic game form Blizzard Entertainment. Intended for mature readers.

RIDER OF THE BLACK SUN
A FANTASY GAMEBOOK
THE LEGION OF SHADOW
DESTINYQUEST BOOK 1
Hachette UK You have no memory of your past. With only a sword and a backpack to your name, you must discover your destiny in an unfamiliar world full of monsters and magic. As you guide your hero
through this epic adventure, you will be choosing the danger that they face, the monsters that they ﬁght and the treasures that they ﬁnd. Every decision that you make will have an impact on the story and, ultimately, the fate of your hero. With hundreds of special items to discover in each book, you can completely customise your hero. You can choose their weapons, their armour, their special abilities even the boots on their feet and the cloak on their back! No two heroes will ever be alike, which means your hero will always be unique to you. Welcome to a new world. Welcome to Valeron. Welcome to
DestinyQuest. PLEASE NOTE THAT ALTHOUGH THE EBOOK VERSION IS FULLY HYPERLINKED, YOU WILL STILL NEED DICE, PAPER AND A PENCIL TO PLAY!

DEATH DESERVED
Orenda Books Police oﬃcer Alexander Blix and celebrity blogger Emma Ramm join forces to track down a serial killer with a thirst for attention and high-proﬁle murders, in the ﬁrst episode of a gripping
new Nordic Noir series... ‘Grim, gory and ﬁlled with plenty of dark twists ... There’s deﬁnitely a Scandinavian chill in the air with this fascinating read that loses none of its terror and fun in translation’ Sun
‘An exercise in literary tag-teaming from two of Norway’s biggest crime writers with a bold new take on the serial-killer-as-twisted-artist ... the start of a series with potential’ Sunday Times
–––––––––––––––––––––––– Oslo, 2018. Former long-distance runner Sonja Nordstrøm never shows at the launch of her controversial autobiography, Always Number One. When celebrity blogger Emma Ramm
visits Nordstrøm’s home later that day, she ﬁnds the door unlocked and signs of a struggle inside. A bib with the number ‘one’ has been pinned to the TV. Police oﬃcer Alexander Blix is appointed to head
up the missing-persons investigation, but he still bears the emotional scars of a hostage situation nineteen years earlier, when he killed the father of a ﬁve-year-old girl. Traces of Nordstrøm soon show up
at diﬀerent locations, but the appearance of the clues appear to be carefully calculated ... evidence of a bigger picture that he’s just not seeing... Blix and Ramm soon join forces, determined to ﬁnd and
stop a merciless killer with a ﬂare for the dramatic, and thirst for attention. Trouble is, he’s just got his ﬁrst taste of it... –––––––––––––––––––––––– ‘This tale often surprises or shifts in subtle ways that are
pleasing and avoid cliché. As the opener for a new series this is a cracker, long live the marriage of Horst and Enger’ New Books Magazine ‘Death Deserved is a fast-moving, punchy, serial killer
investigative novel with a whammy of an ending. If this is the ﬁrst in the Blix and Ramm series, then here’s to many more!’ LoveReading ‘A stunningly excellent collaboration from Thomas Enger and Jorn
Lier Horst .... It’s a brutal tale of fame, murder, and reality TV that gets the pulse racing’ Russel McLean ‘Now — what happens when you put two of the most distinguished writers of Nordic noir in tandem?
Death Deserved by Thomas Enger and Jørn Lier Horst suggests it was a propitious publishing move; a ruthless killer is pursued by a tenacious celebrity blogger and a damaged detective’ Financial Times ‘A
clever, gripping crime novel with personality, ﬂair, and heart’ Crime by the Book

ALICE
Titan Books In a warren of crumbling buildings called the Old City, a hospital echoes with the screams of the poor souls inside. Inside, there is a woman. Her hair, once blond, hangs in tangles down her
back. She doesn't remember why she's in such a terrible place. Just a tea party long ago, and long ears, and blood...Then, one night, a ﬁre at the hospital gives the woman a chance to escape, leaving her
free to uncover the truth about what happened to her all those years ago.
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FALSE VALUE
BOOK 8 IN THE #1 BESTSELLING RIVERS OF LONDON SERIES
Hachette UK The massively anticipated brand new Sunday Times bestselling RIVERS OF LONDON novel. Peter Grant is facing fatherhood, and an uncertain future, with equal amounts of panic and
enthusiasm. Leaving his old police life behind, he takes a job with Silicon Valley tech genius Terrence Skinner's new London start up: the Serious Cybernetics Corporation. Drawn into the orbit of Old
Street's famous 'silicon roundabout', Peter must learn how to blend in with people who are both civilians and geekier than he is. Compared to his last job, Peter thinks it should be a doddle. But magic is
not ﬁnished with the Met's ﬁrst trainee wizard in ﬁfty years... Because a secret is hiding somewhere in the building. A technology that stretches back to Ada Lovelace and Charles Babbage, and forward to
the future of artiﬁcial intelligence. A secret that is just as magical as it technological - and twice as dangerous. Praise for the Rivers of London novels: 'Ben Aaronovitch has created a wonderful world full of
mystery, magic and fantastic characters. I love being there more than the real London' NICK FROST 'As brilliant and funny as ever' THE SUN 'Charming, witty, exciting' THE INDEPENDENT 'An incredibly
fast-moving magical joyride for grown-ups' THE TIMES Discover why this incredible series has sold over two million copies around the world. If you're a fan of Terry Pratchett or Douglas Adams - don't panic
- you will love Ben Aaronovitch's imaginative, irreverent and all-round incredible novels.

FOREVER BURN
Tatum Everley is a freshman at Western Michigan University. Due to an emotionally and psychologically abusive past relationship, Tate struggles from Complex-Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. She has
been working on controlling her symptoms and ﬂashbacks, but when she meets Axel Burne at a fraternity party, who is notorious for sleeping around and getting into ﬁghts, she tries her best to dodge the
bullet. Axel starts to become intrigued by Tate, but she's better oﬀ choosing Lucas- the sweet guy who has been trying to take her out since orientation. But even though Lucas is the better option, Axel
keeps reappearing. Tate continues to try to stay away from him, but it starts becoming harder to, and as she gets closer to him, things start to get way out of hand. If Tate wants her happy ending and her
sanity intact, then she has to push through the hardships and maintain control over her disorder.

A LADDER TO THE SKY
A NOVEL
Hogarth “A satire of writerly ambition wrapped in a psychological thriller . . . An homage to Patricia Highsmith, Oscar Wilde and Edgar Allan Poe, but its execution is entirely Boyne’s own.”—Ron Charles,
The Washington Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST AND MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE Maurice Swift is handsome, charming, and hungry for fame. The one
thing he doesn’t have is talent—but he’s not about to let a detail like that stand in his way. After all, a would-be writer can ﬁnd stories anywhere. They don’t need to be his own. Working as a waiter in a
West Berlin hotel in 1988, Maurice engineers the perfect opportunity: a chance encounter with celebrated novelist Erich Ackermann. He quickly ingratiates himself with the powerful – but desperately
lonely – older man, teasing out of Erich a terrible, long-held secret about his activities during the war. Perfect material for Maurice’s ﬁrst novel. Once Maurice has had a taste of literary fame, he knows he
can stop at nothing in pursuit of that high. Moving from the Amalﬁ Coast, where he matches wits with Gore Vidal, to Manhattan and London, Maurice hones his talent for deceit and manipulation, preying
on the talented and vulnerable in his cold-blooded climb to the top. But the higher he climbs, the further he has to fall. . . . Sweeping across the late twentieth century, A Ladder to the Sky is a fascinating
portrait of a relentlessly immoral man, a tour de force of storytelling, and the next great novel from an acclaimed literary virtuoso. Praise for A Ladder to the Sky “Boyne's mastery of perspective, last seen
in The Heart's Invisible Furies, works beautifully here. . . . Boyne understands that it's far more interesting and satisfying for a reader to see that narcissist in action than to be told a catchall phrase. Each
step Maurice Swift takes skyward reveals a new layer of calumny he's willing to engage in, and the desperation behind it . . . so dark it seems almost impossible to enjoy reading A Ladder to the Sky as
much as you deﬁnitely will enjoy reading it.”—NPR “Delicious . . . spins out over several decades with thrilling unpredictability, following Maurice as he masters the art of co-opting the stories of others in
increasingly dubious ways. And while the book reads as a thriller with a body count that would make Highsmith proud, it is also an exploration of morality and art: Where is the line between inspiration and
thievery? To whom does a story belong?”—Vanity Fair

THE ECUADOR READER
HISTORY, CULTURE, POLITICS
Duke University Press Encompassing Amazonian rainforests, Andean peaks, coastal lowlands, and the Galápagos Islands, Ecuador’s geography is notably diverse. So too are its history, culture, and politics,
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all of which are examined from many perspectives in The Ecuador Reader. Spanning the years before the arrival of the Spanish in the early 1500s to the present, this rich anthology addresses colonialism,
independence, the nation’s integration into the world economy, and its tumultuous twentieth century. Interspersed among forty-eight written selections are more than three dozen images. The voices and
creations of Ecuadorian politicians, writers, artists, scholars, activists, and journalists ﬁll the Reader, from José María Velasco Ibarra, the nation’s ultimate populist and ﬁve-time president, to Pancho Jaime,
a political satirist; from Julio Jaramillo, a popular twentieth-century singer, to anonymous indigenous women artists who produced ceramics in the 1500s; and from the poems of Afro-Ecuadorians, to the
ﬁction of the vanguardist Pablo Palacio, to a recipe for traditional Quiteño-style shrimp. The Reader includes an interview with Nina Pacari, the ﬁrst indigenous woman elected to Ecuador’s national
assembly, and a reﬂection on how to balance tourism with the protection of the Galápagos Islands’ magniﬁcent ecosystem. Complementing selections by Ecuadorians, many never published in English, are
samples of some of the best writing on Ecuador by outsiders, including an account of how an indigenous group with non-Inca origins came to see themselves as deﬁnitively Incan, an exploration of the
fascination with the Andes from the 1700s to the present, chronicles of the less-than-exemplary behavior of U.S. corporations in Ecuador, an examination of Ecuadorians’ overseas migration, and a look at
the controversy surrounding the selection of the ﬁrst black Miss Ecuador.

THE PUSTOY
CreateSpace Britain, in the mid 21st century. A new prime minister, Lev Solokov is elected. In spite of his Russian surname, he is the charismatic politician who, on the surface, appears to be just what
Britain needs. But he's not what Gavin needs. Gavin is a Pustoy, a human who, among countless others, Solokov's researchers has declared a soulless, subhuman race. Solokov joins a dark lineage of
genocidal tyrants that have gone before him. In synthesizing his own race to persecute others, perhaps he has succeeded in a horror more insidious than any of his forebears, especially as he appears to
have done so with both overhwhelming public blessing and encouragement. Or at least he would have, if not for the increasing din of the Pustoy protesting outside his oﬃces. Chosen at random owing to
his position as a forefront campaigner for the rights of the Pustoy, Gavin is framed for a crime he didn't commit and is forced to go on the run, and so Solokov in one fell swoop kills any budding sympathy
the people may have had for the Pustoy, and would appear to have silenced one of his loudest protestors. Just who are the Pustoy of this world? The persecutors or the persecuted? Will Gavin remain a
hunted scapegoat? Is Solokov acting for the greater good; are the Pustoy really devoid of a soul? More importantly, how far away is this future, really? Phillipe Blenkiron's conceptual poetry collection
demands these questions of the reader, whilst oﬀering an unﬂinching examination of the human psyche, exploring the clouded moral hues between black and white, between right and wrong, that exist
inside all of us. For fans of "1984," "Brave New World," and other greats of dystopian ﬁction, Philippe Blenkiron's debut poetry collection is shocking, unsettling, and closer to real-life than we dare admit...

WHY WE HATE
McGraw Hill Professional "In the post-9/11 struggle for a sane global vision, this antihatred manifesto could not be more timely."--O: The Oprah Magazine In this acclaimed volume, Pulitzer-Prize nominated
science writer Rush W. Dozier Jr. demystiﬁes our deadliest emotion--hate. Based on the most recent scientiﬁc research in a range of ﬁelds, from anthropology to zoology, Why We Hate explains the origins
and manifestations of this toxic emotion and oﬀers realistic but hopeful suggestions for defusing it. The strategies oﬀered here can be used in both everyday life to improve relationships with family and
friends as well as globally in our eﬀorts to heal the hatreds that fester within and among nations of the world.

QUAKER WRITINGS
AN ANTHOLOGY, 1650-1920
Penguin An illuminating collection of work by members of the Religious Society of Friends. Covering nearly three centuries of religious development, this comprehensive anthology brings together writings
from prominent Friends that illustrate the development of Quakerism, show the nature of Quaker spiritual life, discuss Quaker contributions to European and American civilization, and introduce the diverse
community of Friends, some of whom are little remembered even among Quakers today. It gives a balanced overview of Quaker history, spanning the globe from its origins to missionary work, and
explores daily life, beliefs, perspectives, movements within the community, and activism throughout the world. It is an exceptional contribution to contemporary understanding of religious thought. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.

WEEDOPEDIA
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AN A TO Z GUIDE TO ALL THINGS MARIJUANA
Simon and Schuster Discover everything you’ve ever wanted to know about marijuana all in one place with this authoritative A-to-Z guide to cannabis! What’s a wake and bake? Who is Mitch Hedberg?
What does Louisa May Alcott have to do with cannabis? And what exactly is the diﬀerence between a bong and a bubbler? Now you can “weed” all about it and ﬁnd all the answers and more with this
entertaining and updated edition of Weedopedia, your guide to everything marijuana—from the best movies to watch while high to cannabis slang and terminology. Whether you’re interested in learning
more about all things marijuana, or if you want something entertaining to read while enjoying a toke, this book is the one-stop-shop for all your weed-related needs.

THE MONK OF MOKHA
Penguin UK Mokhtar grew up in San Francisco, one of seven siblings in a tiny apartment, raised by Yemeni immigrant parents. As a young man he learned of the true origins of coﬀee making - an ancient
art born in Yemen, the secret stolen by European colonisers - and became determined to resurrect the ancient art of Yemeni coﬀee. Mokhtar dedicated himself to coﬀee, quickly becoming one of the
world's leading experts, the ﬁrst Arab in the world to qualify as a 'Q Grader'. But while visiting Yemen on a research trip, he was caught in the maelstrom of sudden civil war. The US Embassy closed its
doors, and so Mokhtar embarked on a nail-biting adventure - to escape the country with his precious coﬀee samples intact. The Monk of Mokha is heart-pounding adventure story, a tale of underdog
entrepreneurship and true passion, and a fascinating modern take on the great American dream.

THE BOOK OF SPLENDOURS
THE INNER MYSTERIES OF QABALISM
Weiser Books This is the ﬁrst part of Eliphas Levi's last great descourse on the mysteries of occultism that was continued and concluded in The Great Secret. In it, Levi examines with great precision and
insight the inner meanings of Qabalism and their relationship to the occult sciences. Part One is a commentary on the Spihra Dzeniuta by Simeon BenJochal, which includes an examination of the aﬃnities
between Qabalism and Freemasonry. Part Two pursues the correspondences between Qabalism, Numerology and the Tarot. This edition includes an appendix by Papus (Dr. Gerard Encausse) summarizing
Levi's doctrines and teachings and supplying some fascinating information on some of the master's many disciples.

IT'S OUR SHIP
THE NO-NONSENSE GUIDE TO LEADERSHIP
Hachette UK Captain D. Michael Abrashoﬀ, legendary commander of the USS Benfold, continues in the same vein of his bestselling book It's Your Ship with the knowledge he's gained from his speaking to
and advising some of the top business minds in the world. The story of Captain Abrashoﬀ and his command of USS Benfold has become legendary inside and outside the Navy. By governing his ship with
his unique management techniques, Abrashoﬀ turned the Benfold into a model of naval eﬃciency, with amazing cost savings, the highest gunnery score in the Paciﬁc Fleet, and a highly motivated and top
performing crew. In It's Your Ship, he ﬁrst demonstrated how to bring his successful management techniques from the ship to the boardroom. Now, in his newest book It's Your Ship, in the same rugged,
can-do voice, Abrashoﬀ will focus on the leadership, motivational, and management insights and tips that he has learned from his last six years of addressing business and corporate audiences. Abrashoﬀ's
timely advice will be eminently prescriptive, and will feature anecdotes and insights from leaders of businesses large and small and from public and non-proﬁt sectors.

30 BANGS
THE SHAPING OF ONE MAN'S GAME FROM PATIENT MOUSE TO RABID WOLF
Createspace Indie Pub Platform Erotic memoir

THE VENDOR COMPLIANCE HANDBOOK
A MANUAL OF COMPLIANCE GUIDELINES, PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND APPAREL PRODUCTION
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NAZISM AND THE RADICAL RIGHT IN AUSTRIA, 1918-1934
Museum Tusculanum Press Part of the "Danish Humanist Texts and Studies" series, this work presents a comparative analysis of the two most important radical right-wing movements in Austria during the
inter-war period: Heimwehr and NSDAP. It examines the movements from their emergence until they respectively came in to the power apparatus (Heimwehr) and forbidden (NSDAP).

THE WAREHOUSE
A NOVEL
Ballantine Books Paxton never thought he'd be working for Cloud, the giant tech company that's eaten much of the American economy. Much less that he'd be moving into one of the company's sprawling
live-work facilities. But compared to what's left outside, Cloud's bland chainstore life of gleaming entertainment halls, open-plan oﬃces, and vast warehouses ... well, it doesn't seem so bad. It's more than
anyone else is oﬀering. Zinnia never thought she'd be inﬁltrating Cloud. But now she's undercover, inside the walls, risking it all to ferret out the company's darkest secrets. And Paxton, with his ordinary
little hopes and fears? He just might make the perfect pawn. If she can bear to sacriﬁce him. As the truth about Cloud unfolds, Zinnia must gamble everything on a desperate scheme--one that risks both
their lives, even as it forces Paxton to question everything about the world he's so carefully assembled here. Together, they'll learn just how far the company will go ... to make the world a better place. Set
in the conﬁnes of a corporate panopticon that's at once brilliantly imagined and terrifyingly real, The Warehouse is a near-future thriller about what happens when Big Brother meets Big Business--and who
will pay the ultimate price.--

THE INVISIBLE LIBRARY
Pan Macmillan Irene is a professional spy for the mysterious Library, which harvests ﬁction from diﬀerent realities. And along with her enigmatic assistant Kai, she's posted to an alternative London. Their
mission - to retrieve a dangerous book. But when they arrive, it's already been stolen. London's underground factions seem prepared to ﬁght to the very death to ﬁnd her book. Adding to the jeopardy, this
world is chaos-infested - the laws of nature bent to allow supernatural creatures and unpredictable magic.

SOLDIER SPY
Penguin UK Soldier Spy is the ﬁrst true story told by an MI5 oﬃcer. A shocking, honest account revealing never-before-seen detail into MI5's operation. 'I do it because it is all I know. I'm a hunter of people
and I'm damn good at it.' Bestselling author Tom Marcus is the ﬁrst MI5 oﬃcer to tell the true story of British counter terrorism operations on our streets. Recruited after the 7/7 attacks on London, Tom
quickly found himself immersed in the tense world of watching, following and inﬁltrating networks of terrorists, spies and foreign agents. It was a job that took over his life for months at a time and cost
him dear, taking him to the limit of physical and mental endurance. Filled with extraordinary, searing accounts of operations that saved countless lives, Soldier Spy is the only authentic account by an exMI5 oﬃcer of the round-the-clock battle to keep this country's streets safe. 'Very well written, gives a startling amount of operational detail, the biggest shock of all - MI5 agreed to its publication' Sunday
Times 'A blistering, visceral insight into life on the front line against terror, revealed in remarkable detail' Daily Telegraph 'Startling, absolutely fascinating. A footsoldier's account out on the street. A vivid
picture of surveillance'Midweek, Radio 4 'Gripping. One of the most successful MI5 undercover surveillance oﬃcers of his time' Sun

THE MORTAL WORD
Pan Macmillan The Mortal Word is part of Genevieve Cogman’s witty and wonderful Invisible Library series, which can be enjoyed as part of a sequence or as standalones. A corrupt countess. A spy in
danger. And an assassin at large. Peace talks are always tricky . . . especially when a key diplomat gets stabbed. This murder rudely interrupts a top-secret summit between the warring dragons and Fae,
so Librarian-spy Irene is summoned to investigate. In a version of 1890s Paris, Irene and her detective friend Vale must track down the killer – before either the peace negotiations or the city go up in
ﬂames. Accusations ﬂy thick and fast. Irene soon ﬁnds herself in the seedy depths of the Parisian underworld on the trail of a notoriously warlike Fae, the Blood Countess. However, the evidence against
the Countess is circumstantial. Could the assassin – or assassins – be closer than anyone suspects? The Mortal Word is perfect for fans of Doctor Who and Sherlock Holmes. Continue the bookish magic
with The Secret Chapter. 'Captivating story with animated characters . . . cracking pace' - Guardian

DRAGONDOOM
Penguin A thousand years before the Winter War, Elgo, prince of the Vanadurin, killed the Dragon Sleeth and returned home with the fabulous wealth from the dead beast’s lair. But there was more in the
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bounty than gems and gold, for the treasure was cursed, and in time it brought death to noble and peasant, war between Man and Dwarf, strife and destruction beyond reckoning. Now, generations later,
as the conﬂict continues, the great Dragon Black Kalgalath, in league with the Wizard Andrak, appears to avenge Sleeth’s death and claim the Dragon-cursed hoard. Against this unholy alliance, two sworn
enemies set forth to ﬁnd a legendary long-lost weapon: a warhammer of incalculable power that may be the only hope of victory. But neither the Warrior Maiden Elyn nor the Dwarf Thork is prepared for
the dangers awaiting them on this quest....

MANHATTAN MAYHEM
NEW CRIME STORIES FROM MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA
Quirk Books From Wall Street to Harlem, the borough of Manhattan is the setting for all-new stories of mystery, murder, and suspense, presented by best-selling author Mary Higgins Clark and featuring an
exclusive Jack Reacher story by Lee Child, as well as other takes from top Mystery Writers of America authors. In Lee Child's “The Picture of the Lonely Diner,” legendary drifter Jack Reacher interrupts a
curious stand-oﬀ in the shadow of the Flatiron Building. In Jeﬀery Deaver’s “The Baker of Bleecker Street,” an Italian immigrant becomes ensnared in WWII espionage. And in “The Five-Dollar Dress,” Mary
Higgins Clark unearths the contents of a mysterious hope chest found in an apartment on Union Square. With additional stories from T. Jeﬀerson Parker, S. J. Rozan, Nancy Pickard, Ben H. Winters, Brendan
DuBois, Persia Walker, Jon L. Breen, N. J. Ayres, Angela Zeman, Thomas H. Cook, Judith Kelman, Margaret Maron, Justin Scott, and Julie Hyzy, Manhattan Mayhem is teeming with red herrings, likely
suspects, and thoroughly satisfying mysteries.

FAIR GAME
AN ALPHA AND OMEGA NOVEL: BOOK 3
Hachette UK From No. 1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs comes the next thrilling Alpha and Omega novel - an extraordinary fantasy adventure set in the world of Mercy Thompson but
with rules of its own . . . Perfect for fans of Ilona Andrews, Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan and J. R. Ward. 'Patricia Briggs is an incredible writer' Nalini Singh, New York Times bestselling author of the PsyChangeling series 'Patricia Briggs is amazing . . . Her Alpha and Omega novels are fantastic' Fresh Fiction They say opposites attract, and for werewolves Anna and Charles, this is certainly true. Charles,
the pack enforcer, is a dominant alpha - whereas Anna has the power to calm others of her kind. Now that werewolves have dared to reveal themselves to humans, it's their job to keep the pack in line.
The pressure mounts when the FBI requires Charles' assistance. He's sent on a mission to Boston with Anna, and they quickly realise that a serial killer is targeting werewolves. And that they're next on the
killer's list. Discover this page-turning Alpha and Omega novel, from the queen of urban fantasy Patricia Briggs. Praise for Patricia Briggs: 'I love these books!' Charlaine Harris 'The best new fantasy series
I've read in years' Kelley Armstrong 'Patricia Briggs never fails to deliver an exciting, magic and fable ﬁlled suspense story' Erin Watt, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Royals series 'It is always
a joy to pick up a new Briggs novel . . . Briggs hits another one out of the park!' RT Book Reviews Books by Patricia Briggs: The Alpha and Omega Novels Cry Wolf Hunting Ground Fair Game Dead Heat
Burn Bright Wild Sign The Mercy Thompson novels Moon Called Blood Bound Iron Kissed Bone Crossed Silver Marked Frost Burned Night Broken Fire Touched Silence Fallen Storm Cursed Smoke Bitten
Sianim series Aralorn: Masques and Wolfsbane

THE MAJOR WRITINGS OF NICHIREN DAISHONIN
DORA HELPS DIEGO! (DORA THE EXPLORER)
Nickelodeon Publishing Baby Jaguar is missing. Read along with Dora as she looks for her friend!

SHIELD OF WINTER
Penguin “The alpha author of paranormal romance” (Booklist) draws us back into her extraordinary Psy-Changeling world, a world torn between violence and peace, passion and ice... Assassin. Soldier.
Arrow. That is who Vasic is, who he will always be. His soul drenched in blood, his conscience heavy with the weight of all he’s done, he exists in the shadows, far from the hope his people can almost
touch—if only they do not ﬁrst drown in the murderous insanity of a lethal contagion. To stop the wave of death, Vasic must complete the simplest and most diﬃcult mission of his life. For if the Psy race is
to survive, the empaths must wake… Having rebuilt her life after medical “treatment” that violated her mind and sought to suﬀocate her abilities, Ivy should have run from the black-clad Arrow with eyes
of winter frost. But Ivy Jane has never done what she should. Now, she’ll ﬁght for her people, and for this Arrow who stands as her living shield, yet believes he is beyond redemption. But as the world turns
to screaming crimson, even Ivy’s ﬁerce will may not be enough to save Vasic from the cold darkness…
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THE LEGACY OF VASHNA
Arrow

CAVERNS OF KALTE
Mongoose Pub Book three in the series of bestselling gamebooks that ﬁrst appeared in the 80s and 90s. The Lone Wolf adventures are a unique interactive fantasy series - each episode can be played
separately or can be combined to create a fantastice role-playing epic - with a great enduring fan base. Mongoose is re-issuing the entire original Lone Wolf series from books 1 to 28. The gamebooks not
only contain the original Lone Wolf saga with all new over and internal artwork, but also a bonus tale in each book, following a diﬀerent character that Lone Wolf meets in his epic saga.

RIVERS OF LONDON VOL. 6: WATER WEED
Titan Books (US, CA) Spring Breakers meets Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels on the banks of the Thames in this new graphic novel from Ben Aaronovitch! When two of the less well-behaved River
goddesses, Chelsea and Olympia, decide to earn a few quid on the side, Peter and Bev ﬁnd themselves drawn into a sordid cannabis-smuggling operation, controlled by London's new queenpin of crime the brutal and beautiful Hoodette!

GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY
Oxford and IBH Publishing This is a thoroughly revised edition of the very popular book. Contents: Introduction to Microbiology / Microbial Diversity and Taxonomy / Methods in Microbiology / The Eukaryotic
Microorganisms / The Structure and Organization of Bacteria / The Domain Archaea / Viruses, Viroids and Prions / Basic Concepts in Biochemistry / Microbial Growth and Metabolism / Microbial Genetics /
Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology / Soil Microbiology / Atmospheric and Aquatic Microbiology / Agricultural Microbiology / Dairy and Food Microbiology / Food Microbiology / Industrial Microbiology /
Immunology / Microbial Diseases of Man and Chemotherapy / Review Questions

FOUR ME?
Graphix Catwad and Blurmp reach new highs and lows with these hilarious comic stories and a few bonus back-of-book activities. Join this hilarious duo as they dive into the world of video games, go
camping, ﬁght a mighty dragon, and more.

THE ATLAS BLAEU-VAN DER HEM OF THE AUSTRIAN NATIONAL LIBRARY
THE HEIMWEHR AND AUSTRIAN POLITICS, 1918-1936
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